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Abstract
Antenna arrays have been widely applied in many high-performance wireless communication and radar systems.
Antenna array synthesis techniques are usually developed to provide appropriate element positions and excitations
for achieving the desired array pattern performance under some specified constraints. In this talk, we will
summarize the array synthesis problems encountered in different applications, and then introduce some recent
development in antenna array synthesis methods, mainly including stochastic optimization algorithms (e.g., GA,
PSO and DE), mathematical programming (e.g., LP, SOCP and SDP) methods, iterative fast Fourier transform
(FFT), adaptive array theory-based synthesis techniques. Most of them can deal with the pattern synthesis
problems for arbitrary antenna arrays with diversity of element patterns. Plenty of antenna array synthesis
examples will be presented, such as sidelobe suppression, manlobe shaping, mutual coupling included pattern
synthesis, phase-only synthesis, frequency-invariant sparse array synthesis, wideband and wide-angle beamscanning sparse array synthesis, vecterial pattern synthesis for conformal arrays as well as polarizationreconfigurable array synthesis.
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